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If you are currently learning English, I highly recommend that you check out the app below. You are going to find the best apps currently out there that will help you learn English quickly. Just downloading them is not enough. You have to use them to suit your needs. What's useful to you may not work for others. With that in mind, here are
my favorite 15 apps (particularly no order): 1: Grammarly (Improving your email and making fewer mistakes) I use this app and highly recommend it. It's much more than just a spelling check. It also highlights grammatical errors and gives you an explanation. For example, let's say your write: I've been to France before. Grammarly will tell
you to change this on: I've been to France before. It's super useful! (Note: I did a review on this here) you can use it on your computer as well as download your mobile keyboard for use on your phone. Sign up here and then, download their plugin keyboard. 2: Anki (digital flash cards everywhere) If you've been following me for a while,
you'll know how much I believe in the runaway offer method. Here you accept sentences and phrases and repeat them in a clever way. This is the best way to learn new words and internalize grammar. You can do this by focusing on your conversation, writing and reading. Anki allows you to add your own digital flash cards (with audio) or
download cards that others have made. I used this app for my own language study and creating flash cards for those inside my program. Here are some tips to use Anki: use the full suggestions to get the full benefitdon't add too many new cards as you'll repeat themdo a little every day Download Anki here 3: Hi Talk (Get Speaking and
Writing Practice from English) If you haven't used it yet, you'll love it! This app allows you to communicate in real time with people from all over the world. It gives you a speaking practice that so much is needed. The app includes video and audio calls, text messages, translation tools, group chats, and a great search feature so you can find
friends. Get this today and get more talk and write practice. Download: Web/iOS/android 4: Udemy (Take courses for English learners) Personally, I bought dozens of courses on Udemy on various topics. There are some good courses for English learners on this platform. However, don't just buy courses for English learners. Learn other
things (in English!) too. This is how you can do more in English. Go to their main site, sign up and then look for courses related to learning English or for what you want Sign up here (then download their app) 5: BBC Learning English (English Lessons Based on News) If you prefer structured lessons, this app is for you. Learn a new
vocabulary, take grammar lessons and improve pronunciation by taking news-based lessons. News. constantly update your app and recently added subtitles to their videos. Download: iOS Android 6: italki (Take private and group English lessons online) While Hello Talk focuses on making friends with English speakers, italki allows you to
take private and group lessons online. Classes are held for one hour and you can take lessons with the teacher of your choice. I recommend viewing teachers by taking a few trial lessons and then getting into a weekly or biweekly schedule. Everything is done on the Internet, so you can contact teachers from anywhere in the world. Start
with iTalki Here 7: Lingq: (Fast Lessons and Check Your English) This is a great app that is gaining in popularity. Take ready-made lessons (or import your own) and then, save the words and use their SRS (like Anki) to remember what you learned. There's a lot more to this app and I highly recommend you check it out. Don't forget to take
lessons on fluency! Sign up here and then, download their app. Did we miss something? If so, turn it on below, and if we like it, we'll make another post and include it there. And last... ... remember that what works for you may not work for others. And just like everything else, these apps are only useful if you use them in the right way.
Thanks for reading. If you find it useful, share it with your friends! English is a complex but popular language. It is one of the most popular languages in the world, in fact, and it is common in many countries. Learning English is a bit difficult but rewarding because you can use it almost anywhere. There are an amazing number of apps to
help people learn English. They fall into several different categories. You have a complete learning experience like Memrise or Drops, practice apps such as HelloTalk or Tandem, and then phrasebook style apps such as just learning English. We have a combination of all three below. You probably already have at least a little knowledge if
you've found your way here and can read the whole paragraph. So here are the best apps for learning English for Android! BusuuDrops: Learn EnglishDuolingoHello EnglishHelloTalkPrice: Free / $69.99 per yearBusuu is a popular language learning app. It also supports English from a variety of other languages. It uses several traditional
methods. You will learn grammar, spelling, words, phrases and spoken English. The app also includes a training emphasis and it is one of the few good standalone Applications learning English. It's a bit expensive for its annual subscription. However, you will get a decent amount of Free to start yourself. The app itself is about the only
other potential problem. It has its quirks, but it is functional. Drops: Learn EnglishPrice: Free/$7.49 per month/$48.99 per year/$109.99 once Language Drops actually has two English learning apps. One is for British English and the other is for American English. Language. good choice to have. The app uses an aggressive method of
vocabulary. He doesn't learn so much grammar. Instead, he learns colloquial English and you learn grammar yourself as you go. It also includes offline support, games, and various subscription levels and prices. This is a pretty decent application, especially for those who don't have a ton of time to study every day. DuolingoPrice: Free
/$9.99 per monthDuolingo is one of the best free applications to learn English. It supports more than two dozen languages in total and English is one of them. Duolingo uses a fun method for learning. You do a bunch of grammar and vocabulary lessons disguised as games. So it's a little more colorful and fun than more serious apps like
Mondly, Memrise, and others. Bite-sized lessons also make it great for quick learning sessions during the lunch break. This is definitely one of the English learning apps we recommend primarily for people. Learning a new language is one of the most common bucket list tasks for people around the world, and with a plethora of freely
available language applications, it should be easy, right? But how effective ... Hello EnglishPrice: Free /$8.99 per month/$29.99 per year Hello English is a popular application for learning English. This allows you to learn a language from 22 other languages. This should work for most people. The app has 475 lessons, offline support, a
10,000-word dictionary, and a teacher to help you out. It also uses some fun learning techniques like daily news, audio and video clips, and even e-books. People seem to really like this one and it worked well during our testing. Subscriptions are also pretty reasonably priced, although we recommend a year's subscription as it is
significantly cheaper. HelloTalkPrice: Free/$1.99-$4.99 per month/$21.99-$29.99 a year HelloTalk is one of the most interesting applications for learning English. He uses a social network of varieties to teach. You're paired with other people. They teach you your language, and you teach it yours. The exchange helps with spoken English,
vocabulary and even grammar. The app supports more than 100 languages and includes voice calls, video calls, text messages, picture messages and audio messages. We recommend using this as a secondary form of training. This with something like Duolingo edd you most of the way there without much hassle. Google TranslatePrice:
FreeGoogle Translate is a great app for language scientists and travelers. The app has three main features that make it really useful. First, it's a standard text translation. He works with 103 languages and 59 languages offline. The app also translates the talk in real time. It's a great tool to practice your vocabulary and diction. Finally, you
can point the camera at things. The app translates things to the camera in real time as well and what works great for Google Translate is free and anyone who studies a second language should have it. Microsoft Translator (link to Google Play) is also surprisingly good for learning languages as well. Learn English phrasePrice: Free /
$4.99 Recognize English phrases is a simple, affordable application for learning English. This one works best as a phrasebook or reference book. It has a bunch of English words and phrases along with American and British pronunciations. You can also record your own voice and hear how you sound. It is also one of the best standalone
applications for learning English, even if it works better as a learning aid. This, along with another app like Duolingo or Busuu makes for a really good combination. MemrisePrice: Free /$9 per month/ $59.99 per month Memrise is one of the most powerful and popular applications for language learning. It supports different languages and
this includes English. Memrise is a community site and it uses many different learning methods. This includes your basic vocabulary and grammar lessons along with games, spoken English, pronunciation guide, and more. It even has autonomous support. It's a little more expensive than most. However, there is enough content here to
keep you busy for a long time. Mondly is another English-enabled app that works very well. Just Learn American EnglishPrice: Free /Up $7.99Simply Learning American English is a very simple app. However, it is mostly useful as a phrasebook. The premium version contains more than 1,000 words and phrases in 30 categories. The free
version gets about 300. The app also includes audio pronunciations, quizzes and flash cards for easier study. This is an excellent secondary study help when paired with a more serious app like Busuu, Duolingo, or Memrise. It also works offline in case you want to know. TandemPrice: Free/$6.99 per month/$34.99 per yearTandem is a
community language learning app. It's very similar to HelloTalk. You are paired with people who teach them their language and they teach you theirs. The app supports voice and video calls, as well as images, text and audio messages. It supports more than 150 languages. So, it shouldn't be hard to find a couple. Tandem even offers
professional tutors. You can also choose a topic you want to explore more on any given day. It works best as a secondary learning source just like HelloTalk.If we missed any great English learning apps, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here, Check out our latest Android app and game lists! Lists! Lists!
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